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Venezuela
According to the UNODC 2009 World Drug Report,Venezuela is one of the principal drug-transit 
countries in the Western Hemisphere. Venezuela’s proximity to drug producing countries, 
weaknesses in its anti-money laundering regime, refusal to cooperate regularly with the United 
States in mutual legal assistance matters, including on counter-narcotics activities, and alleged 
substantial corruption in law enforcement and other relevant sectors continue to make Venezuela 
vulnerable to money laundering. The main sources of money laundering are proceeds generated by 
drug trafficking organizations, the embezzlement of funds from the petroleum industry, and illegal 
transactions that exploit Venezuela’s currency controls. Trade-based money laundering, such as the 
Black Market Peso Exchange, through which money launderers furnish narcotics-generated dollars 
in the United States to commercial smugglers, travel agents, investors, and others in exchange for 
Colombian pesos, remains a prominent method for laundering regional narcotics proceeds. 
Venezuela is not a regional financial center and does not have an offshore financial sector, although 
many local banks have offshore affiliates in the Caribbean.

Offshore Center: No

Free Trade Zones: Yes

The Free-Trade Zone Law of Venezuela (1991) provides for free trade zones/free ports. The three 
existing free trade zones (FTZs) are located in the Paraguana Peninsula on Venezuela's northwest 
coast, Atuja in the State of Zulia, and Merida. These zones provide exemptions from most import 
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and export duties and offer foreign-owned firms the same investment opportunities as host country 
firms. The Paraguana and Atuja zones provide additional exemption of local services such as water 
and electricity. Venezuela also has two free ports that also enjoy exemptions from most tariff duties: 
Margarita Island (Nueva Esparta) and Santa Elena de Uairen in the state of Bolivar. The FTZ law 
designates the customs authority of each jurisdiction as responsible for its respective FTZ. The 
Ministry of Economy and Finance is responsible for the oversight of the customs authority with 
regard to FTZs. It is reported that many black market traders ship their wares through Margarita 
Island’s free port.

Criminalizes narcotics money laundering: Yes

The 2005 Organic Law against Organized Crime (OLOC) criminalizes money laundering as an 
autonomous offense.

Criminalizes other money laundering, including terrorism-related: Yes

Those who cannot establish the legitimacy of possessed or transferred funds, or are aware of the 
illegitimate origins of those funds, can be charged with money laundering. Predicate offenses for 
money laundering under the OLOC include: trafficking, trade, retailing, manufacture and other 
illicit activities connected with, inter alia, narcotics and psychotropic substances, child pornography, 
corruption, extortion, trafficking in persons and migrants, smuggling and other customs offenses. 
The most common predicate offenses for money laundering are illicit drug trafficking and trading.

Criminalizes terrorist financing: Yes

(Please refer to the Department of State’s Country Reports on Terrorism)

Under the OLOC, terrorist financing is a crime against public order in Venezuela and is 
criminalized to the extent that an individual finances, belongs to, acts or collaborates with armed 
bands or criminal groups with the purpose to commit violent acts or to subvert the constitutional 
order or gravely alter the public peace. Terrorist financing, however, is not adequately criminalized 
in accordance with international standards. The law does not establish terrorist financing as a 
separate crime, nor does it provide adequate mechanisms for freezing or confiscating assets.

Know-your-customer rules: Yes
Under the OLOC and Resolution 185.01 of the Superintendencia de Bancos y Otras Instituciones 
Financieras (SUDEBAN), anti-money laundering controls have been implemented that include 
strict customer identification requirements. These know-your-customer (KYC) controls apply to all 
banks (commercial, investment, mortgage, and private), insurance and reinsurance companies, 
savings and loan institutions, financial rental agencies, currency exchange houses, money remitters, 
money market funds, capitalization companies, frontier foreign currency dealers, casinos, real estate 
agents, construction companies, car dealerships, hotels and the tourism industry, travel agents, and 
dealers in precious metals and stones. In practice the institutions often have difficulty obtaining all 
the data or information for every customer.

Bank records retention: Yes

Banks and other financial institutions supervised by SUDEBAN are required to retain documents or 
records of customer transactions and business relationships for five years, including customer 
identification documentation.

Suspicious transaction reporting: Yes

The entities that must comply with KYC rules also are required to file suspicious and cash 
transaction reports with Venezuela’s financial intelligence unit (FIU), the Unidad Nacional de 
Inteligencia Financiera (UNIF). However, insurance and reinsurance companies, tax collection 
entities and public service payroll agencies are not required to file suspicious transaction reports 
(STRs). The Venezuelan Association of Currency Exchange Houses (AVCC), which counts all but 
one of the country’s money exchange companies among its membership, voluntarily complies with 
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the same reporting standards as those required of banks. SUDEBAN Circular 3759 of 2003 requires 
its supervised financial institutions to report suspicious activities related to terrorist financing. The 
UNIF analyzes STRs and other reports, and refers those deemed appropriate for further 
investigation to the Public Ministry (the Office of the Attorney General). In 2009¸ 1,234 STRs were 
received by UNIF and 529 were forwarded to the Public Ministry.

Large cash transaction reports: Yes

The UNIF receives reports on currency transactions exceeding approximately $10,000. UNIF also 
receives reports on the sale and purchase, and the domestic transfer of foreign currency exceeding 
$10,000. An exemption process is available for customers who frequently conduct otherwise 
reportable currency transactions in the course of their businesses.

Narcotics asset seizure and forfeiture: Yes

The OLOC also expands Venezuela’s mechanisms for freezing assets tied to illicit activities. A 
prosecutor may now solicit judicial permission to freeze or block accounts in the investigation of 
any crime included under the law. However, to date, there have been no significant seizures of 
assets and few if any successful money laundering prosecutions as a result of the law’s passage.

Narcotics asset sharing authority: No

Cross-border currency transportation requirements: 
Article 4 of the Law against Exchange Offenses stipulates that natural or legal persons who import 
or export foreign currency in an amount in excess of $10,000, or the equivalent in other currencies, 
are required to declare to the competent authority the amount and type of funds. However, the law 
also states that all foreign currency acquired by non-resident natural persons in transit or tourists 
whose stay in the country less than 180 continuous days are exempt from this obligation, thereby 
negating the overall effectiveness of the requirement.

Cooperation with foreign governments:
Venezuela has regularly refused to cooperate with the United States in mutual legal assistance 
matters, including on counter-narcotics activities.

U.S. or international sanctions or penalties: No

Enforcement and implementation issues and comments: 
Corruption is a very serious problem in Venezuela and appears to be worsening. Transparency 
International’s Corruption Perception Index for 2009 ranks Venezuela at 162 of 180 countries on the 
index. Venezuela has laws to prevent and prosecute corruption, and accepting a bribe is a criminal 
act. However, the judicial system has been ineffective historically and is accused of being overtly 
politicized. The current regime of price and foreign exchange controls also has provided 
opportunity for corruption.

There is little evidence the Government of Venezuela (GOV) has made enforcement of anti-money 
laundering laws and regulations a priority. Reportedly, many, if not most, judicial and law 
enforcement officials remain ignorant of the OLOC and its specific provisions, and the UNIF does 
not have the necessary autonomy to operate effectively. According to reported statistics, from 
2006-2008 there were 335 money laundering investigations resulting in one conviction.

The SUDEBAN has distributed to its supervised financial entities the list of individuals and entities 
included on the UNSCR 1267 sanctions committee’s consolidated list. No statistics are available on 
the amount of assets frozen, if any.

U.S.-related currency transactions: 
U.S.-Venezuelan commercial ties are deep. The United States is Venezuela's most important trading 
partner, with U.S. goods accounting for about 26% of imports, and approximately 60% of 



Venezuelan exports going to the United States. In turn, Venezuela is the United States’ third-largest 
export market in Latin America. Venezuela is one of the top four suppliers of foreign oil to the 
United States. There is also a large movement of currency between both countries (in the billions). 
However, Venezuela has strict currency exchange controls and limits the access of its citizens to the 
US dollar. Despite these controls, dollars are illegally offered for sale on the black market at almost 
twice the official rate. The US dollar is the currency of choice in Venezuela and the surrounding 
region for narcotics-trafficking organizations.

Records exchange mechanism with U.S.: 
Venezuela and the United States signed a Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT) in 1997. In 2009, 
there was no money laundering information exchange between Venezuela and the United States. 
The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) suspended the exchange of information with 
the UNIF in January 2007 due to the unauthorized disclosure of information provided by FinCEN, 
and the relationship has not resumed to date.

International agreements: 
UNIF has signed bilateral information exchange agreements with counterparts worldwide.

Venezuela is a party to:

• the UN Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism -Yes
• the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime - Yes
• the 1988 UN Drug Convention - Yes
• the UN Convention against Corruption - No

Venezuela participates in the Organization of American States Inter-American Commission on Drug 
Abuse Control (OAS/CICAD) Money Laundering Experts Working Group. Venezuela also is a 
member of the CFATF (Caribbean Financial Action Task Force), a Financial Action Task Force-
style regional body. You can read the most recent mutual evaluation CFATF / Venezuela.

Recommendations:
The Government of Venezuela (GOV) took no significant steps to expand its anti-money laundering 
regime in 2009. The 2005 passage of the Organic Law against Organized Crime was a step toward 
strengthening the GOV’s abilities to fight money laundering; however, Venezuela needs to enforce 
the law by implementing the draft procedures to expedite asset freezing, establishing an 
autonomous financial investigative unit, and ensuring that law enforcement and prosecutors have 
the necessary expertise and resources to successfully investigate and prosecute money laundering 
cases. The GOV should also adequately criminalize the financing of terrorism and establish 
procedures for freezing terrorist assets in order to conform to international standards. SUDEBAN 
should supervise currency exchange operators, particularly those situated close to the frontiers. 
Cross-border currency declarations should be established that adhere to international standards. 
Venezuelan customs and law enforcement officials should investigate trade-based money laundering 
and value exchange. The UNIF should take the necessary steps to ensure that information 
exchanged with other FIUs is subject to the appropriate safeguards mandated by the Egmont Group.
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